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New 
Factory 1-year 

warranty

®

A COMPANYPACR

Factory Rebuild Program
Make your old CARCO tail winch like new:

   Disassembled
   Inspected
   Re-surfaced
   Re-sealed
   Re-assembled
   Re-painted
   Tested
   Re-certified + 
   1-Year Warranty

FACTORY CERTIFIED

FACTORY CERTIFIED

Your existing CARCO tail winch is shipped to 
the CARCO manufacturing facility*

The factory certified, rebuilt tail winch is 
shipped back to you with a factory warranty

The unit is rebuilt according to 
the Factory 8-Step Process**

- Available on most CARCO H110 & H140, as well as CAT PA110 & PA140 units

- Rebuilt to current factory specifications with new bearings, seals, friction

   discs, separators, springs, brake valve, paint and a     

- Great cost savings on fleet and individual units

- Contact your CARCO sales representative or call (918) 259-1515 for more details and eligibility

* Must be shipped without wire rope or mounting feet. De-install,
   shipping and re-installation costs not included in rebuild price.

** Replacement hydraulic motor, shaft and gear
     parts not included in rebuild.



www.paccarwinch.com
800 EAST DALLAS   BROKEN ARROW, OK 74012 

TEL (918) 251-8511/FAX (918) 259-1575 

A Leader in the Tractor 
Winch & Hoist Industry

®

A COMPANYPACR

Since 1932, CARCO has remained a leader in 
the tractor tail winch industry.  Born in the 
rugged American Northwest and developed 
alongside the world’s first track driven 
dozers, CARCO is a global force in pipeline, 
construction & forestry operations.

CARCO winches and pipe layer hoists are 
engineered, built and tested in the United 
States with offices and manufacturing 
facilities in Oklahoma. CARCO, an American 
made company, is proud to be used 
worldwide, on every continent.

CARCO’s durability, reliability and innovation 
make it a perfect fit for demanding dozer 
operations. With winches rated from 40,000 
lbs. to 200,000 lbs., and available in both 
High Performance  Hydraulic and Hydrostatic 
configurations, CARCO has the right product 
for your tail winch application.


